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REVISITING TWO THEOREMS OF CURTO AND FIALKOW
ON MOMENT MATRICES
MONIQUE LAURENT
(Communicated by Lance W. Small)
Abstract. We revisit two results of Curto and Fialkow on moment matrices.
The first result asserts that every sequence y ∈ RZn+ whose moment matrix
M(y) is positive semidefinite and has finite rank r is the sequence of mo-
ments of an r-atomic nonnegative measure µ on Rn. We give an alternative
proof for this result, using algebraic tools (the Nullstellensatz) in place of the
functional analytic tools used in the original proof of Curto and Fialkow. An
easy observation is the existence of interpolation polynomials at the atoms
of the measure µ having degree at most t if the principal submatrix Mt(y)
of M(y) (indexed by all monomials of degree ≤ t) has full rank r. This ob-
servation enables us to shortcut the proof of the following result. Consider
a basic closed semialgebraic set F = {x ∈ Rn | h1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , hm(x) ≥ 0},
where hj ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] and d := maxmj=1deg(hj)/2. If Mt(y) is positive
semidefinite and has a flat extension Mt+d(y) such that all localizing matrices
Mt(hj ∗y) are positive semidefinite, then y has an atomic representing measure
supported by F . We also review an application of this result to the problem
of minimizing a polynomial over the set F .
1. Introduction
1.1. The moment problem. Throughout the paper, R[x1, . . . , xn] denotes the




α, where xα denotes the monomial xα11 · · ·xαnn for α ∈ Zn+.
Let Sk denote the set of α ∈ Zn+ with |α| :=
∑n
i=1 αi ≤ k. As usual, we identify
a polynomial p(x) with the sequence of its coefficients p = (pα)α. Thus, p can be
seen as a vector of RSk if the (total) degree of p(x) is at most k, as pα = 0 whenever
|α| ≥ k + 1, and R[x1, . . . , xn] can be identified with the set of sequences p ∈ RZn+
having a finite support.
Given a probability measure µ on Rn, the quantity yα :=
∫
xαµ(dx) is called
its moment of order α. The moment problem concerns the charaterization of the
sequences y = (yα)α∈Zn+ that are the sequences of moments of some nonnegative
measure µ; in that case one says that µ is a representing measure for y and µ is a
probability measure if y0 = 1. (See, e.g., [13], [17] for background information.)
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The results of Curto and Fialkow that we consider here deal with moment se-
quences of finite atomic measures, i.e., measures having a finite support. A measure
µ has finite support if it is of the form µ =
∑r
i=1 λiδxi for some λ1, . . . , λr = 0 and
distinct x1, . . . , xr ∈ Rn; the xi’s are the atoms of µ, and µ is said to be r-atomic.
Here, δx is the Dirac measure at x ∈ Rn (having mass 1 at x and mass 0 elsewhere),
whose moment sequence is ζx := (xα)α∈Zn ∈ RZn+ , called the zeta vector of x.
Given y ∈ RZn+ , its moment matrix is the symmetric matrix M(y) indexed by
Zn+ whose (α, β)th entry is equal to yα+β , for α, β ∈ Zn+. A well-known necessary
condition for y to have a representing measure is the positive semidefiniteness of
its moment matrix.
Lemma 1.1. Assume that y ∈ RZn+ is the sequence of moments of a nonnegative
measure µ. Then, M(y)  0; that is, pTM(y)p ≥ 0 for all p ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn]. If
M(y)p = 0 for some polynomial p ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], then the support of µ is contained
in the set of zeros of p(x). Moreover, if µ is r-atomic, then rank M(y) ≤ r.












showing that M(y)  0. If M(y)p = 0, then 0 = pTMt(y)p =
∫
p(x)2µ(dx). As µ
is nonnegative, this implies that the support of µ is contained in the set of zeros
of p(x). Assume that µ =
∑r




T , which shows that rank M(y) ≤ r. 
The moment problem can alternatively be formulated in terms of linear function-
als. Namely, given y ∈ RZn+ , consider the linear functional Ly : R[x1, . . . , xn] → R
defined by Ly(p) := pT y = 1TM(y)p (1 denoting the constant polynomial). Then,
y has a representing measure if and only if there is a nonnegative measure µ such
that Ly(p) =
∫
p(x)µ(dx) for all p ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn]; M(y)  0 if and only if the
linear operator Ly is nonnegative on the cone Σ2, consisting of all sums of squares
of polynomials in R[x1, . . . , xn]. The two cones M and P, defined, respectively,
as the set of y ∈ RZn+ having a representing measure and the set of nonnegative
polynomials on Rn, are dual of each other (equality: P = M∗ is easy, equality:
M = P∗ is proved by Haviland [14]). The cone M+ consisting of the sequences
y ∈ RZn+ with M(y)  0 and the cone Σ2 of sums of squares of polynomials are
dual of each other (equality: M+ = (Σ2)∗ is easy, equality: Σ2 = (M+)∗ is proved
by Berg, Christensen and Jensen [3]). Thus the moment problem can be cast—via
duality—as the problem of characterizing nonnegative polynomials.
The inclusion: Σ2 ⊆ P is an equality for n = 1 and it is strict for n ≥ 2.
(Hilbert characterized the pairs (n, d) for which every polynomial of degree d in
n indeterminates nonnegative on Rn is a sum of squares; see Reznick [28] for a
detailed exposition.) Equivalently, the inclusion M⊆M+ is an equality for n = 1
(this is Hamburger’s theorem) and it is strict for n ≥ 2 (see [3]).
However, there are some cases when the implication y ∈ M+ =⇒ y ∈ M holds.
Berg, Christensen and Ressel [4] (see also Lindahl and Maserick [23]) show that this
is true when y is bounded. Berg and Maserick [5] extend this result to exponentially
bounded sequences. Curto and Fialkow [8] show that this is true when M(y) has a
finite rank.
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Theorem 1.2 ([8]). If M(y)  0 and M(y) has finite rank r, then y has a unique
representing measure, which is r-atomic.
As a direct application of Theorem 1.2, the reverse implication also holds: If y
has an r-atomic representing measure, then M(y)  0 and rank M(y) = r. Curto
and Fialkow’s proof is based on functional analytic tools (the spectral theorem and
the Riesz representation theorem). The first main contribution of this paper is an
alternative more elementary proof for Theorem 1.2. Our proof uses Hilbert’s Null-
stellensatz and, beside this algebraic result, it uses only elementary linear algebra.
A basic observation underlying our proof is that the kernel of a positive semidefinite
moment matrix is a radical ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn], a fact which seems not to have
been noticed so far.
Curto and Fialkow [8, 9, 10] prove several results about the truncated moment
problem, which deals with the characterization of the (truncated) sequences y ∈
RS2t (t ≥ 1 integer) having a representing measure µ, i.e., yα =
∫
xαµ(dx) for all
α ∈ S2t. Given y ∈ RS2t , its moment matrix of order t is the matrix Mt(y) indexed
by St with (α, β)th entry yα+β , for α, β ∈ St. In particular, Curto and Fialkow [8]
show the following key result about ‘flat extensions’ of moment matrices. Let X be





. One says that X is
a flat extension of A if rank X = rank A; then, X  0 ⇐⇒ A  0.
Theorem 1.3 ([8]). Let y ∈ RS2t for which Mt(y)  0 and Mt(y) is a flat extension
of Mt−1(y). Then one can extend y to a (unique) vector in RS2t+2 , again denoted
by y, in such a way that Mt+1(y) is a flat extension of Mt(y).
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.3 combined with Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 1.4 ([8]). Given y ∈ RS2t, assume that Mt(y)  0 and that Mt(y) is
a flat extension of Mt−1(y). Then one can extend y to a vector in RZ
n
+ having a
representing measure which is (rank Mt(y))-atomic.
1.2. The F -moment problem. This is the problem of characterizing the se-
quences y ∈ RZn+ having a representing measure supported by a given set F ⊆ Rn.
When F is a closed subset of Rn, Haviland [14] shows that the cone M(F ) of such
sequences and the cone of polynomials nonnegative on F are dual cones. Consider
the case when F is a basic closed semialgebraic set of the form
(1.1) F := {x ∈ Rn | h1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , hm(x) ≥ 0},
where h1, . . . , hm ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] and set
(1.2) dj = 
deg(hj)/2, d := max
j=1,...,m
dj .
Necessary conditions for membership in M(F ) can be formulated in terms of pos-
itive semidefiniteness of the localizing matrices of y. Given h ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], let
h∗y denote the shifted vector in RZn+ whose αth entry is (h∗y)α :=
∑
β hβyα+β , for
α ∈ Zn+. Curto and Fialkow call the moment matrix M(h ∗ y) a localizing matrix.
One can easily verify:
Lemma 1.5. If y has a representing measure supported by {x | h(x) ≥ 0}, then
M(h ∗ y)  0.
When F is compact, Schmu¨dgen [29] shows that the conditions M(hJ ∗ y)  0
(J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, setting hJ :=
∏
j∈J hj , h∅ = 1) are necessary and sufficient for
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the existence of a representing measure supported by F . When F is compact and
satisfies the condition
(1.3) there exists p ∈ Σ2 +
m∑
j=1
hjΣ2 for which {x ∈ Rn | p(x) ≥ 0} is compact,
Putinar [27] proves that the conditions M(y)  0, M(hj ∗ y)  0 (j = 1, . . . ,m)
suffice for the existence of a measure supported by F . Curto and Fialkow [10]
consider the F -moment problem for truncated sequences. They show that, under
certain rank assumptions, the conditions Mt(y)  0, Mt−dj (hj ∗ y)  0 (j =
1, . . . ,m) are sufficient for the existence of a representing measure supported by F .
The following is the main result of [10] (Theorem 1.6 there).
Theorem 1.6 ([10]). Let F be the set from (1.1) and let d1, . . . , dm, d be as in
(1.2). Let y ∈ RS2t and r := rank Mt(y). The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) y has an r-atomic representing measure whose support is contained in F .
(ii) Mt(y)  0 and y can be extended to a vector y ∈ RS2(t+d) in such a way that
Mt+d(y) is a flat extension of Mt(y) and Mt(hj ∗ y)  0 for j = 1, . . . ,m.
In that case, the representing measure µ is unique and, setting rj := rank Mt(hj∗y),
exactly r − rj of the atoms in the support of µ belong to the set of roots of the
polynomial hj(x).
The second main contribution of our paper is a very short proof of this result.
Indeed, the implication (ii) =⇒ (i) follows directly from Corollary 1.4, after ob-
serving the existence of interpolation polynomials at the atoms of the representing
measure with degree at most t. Finally, we recall in Section 3 an application of
this result to the problem of minimizing a polynomial function over a basic closed
semialgebraic set.
2. Alternative proofs
2.1. Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. Let I be an ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn]. The set
V (I) := {x ∈ Cn | f(x) = 0 ∀f ∈ I} is the (complex) variety associated to I. When
V (I) is finite, the ideal is said to be zero-dimensional. The two sets, I(V (I)) :=
{f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] | f(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ V (I)} and
√
I := {f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] |
fk ∈ I for some integer k ≥ 1}, are again ideals in R[x1, . . . , xn], which obvi-





I = I(V (I)).
We will use the following corollary of the Nullstellenstaz:
(2.1) I radical =⇒ a polynomial vanishing at all points of V (I) belongs to I.
The dimension of the quotient vector space R[x1, . . . , xn]/I and the cardinality of
V (I) are related by
(2.2) |V (I)| ≤ dimR[x1, . . . , xn]/I, with equality if and only if I is radical.
Detailed information about polynomial ideals and varieties can be found, e.g., in
[2], [6].
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2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We begin with a structural property of moment
matrices.
Lemma 2.1. Given y ∈ RZn+ and polynomials f, g, h ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], the following
identity holds: (fg)TM(y)h = fTM(y)(gh).
Proof. Direct verification. 
Corollary 2.2. If M(y)  0, then its kernel I := {p ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] | M(y)p = 0}
is a radical ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn].
Proof. Assume f ∈ I and let g ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn]. By Lemma 2.1, (fg)TM(y)(fg) =
(fg2)TM(y)f = 0, which implies that fg ∈ I. Hence, I is an ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn].
We prove that I is radical; that is, for any polynomial f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] and any
integer k ≥ 1,
(2.3) fk ∈ I =⇒ f ∈ I.
If f2 ∈ I, then 0 = 1TM(y)(f2) = fTM(y)f (by Lemma 2.1), which implies that
f ∈ I. Hence, (2.3) holds for k = 2 and thus for any power of 2 using induction.
Finally, if fk ∈ I, choose r in such a way that r + k is a power of 2; then, frfk ∈ I
implies that f ∈ I. 
Corollary 2.3. If M(y)  0 and rank M(y) < ∞, then |V (I)| = rank M(y).
Proof. Let B be a set of monomials indexing a maximum nonsingular principal
submatrix of M(y). One can easily verify that B is a basis of R[x1, . . . , xn]/I; that
is, for every p ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], there exists a unique set of reals λβ (β ∈ B) for which
p(x)−∑β∈B λβxβ belongs to I. The statement now follows from Corollary 2.2 and
(2.2). 
We now prove Theorem 1.2. Assume that M(y)  0 and let r := rank M(y) < ∞.
By Corollary 2.3, the variety V (I) has cardinality r; say, V (I) = {v1, . . . , vr}. As
V (I) is the set of common roots of a set of real valued polynomials, a complex point
v belongs to V (I) if and only if its conjugate v also belongs to V (I). Thus, one can
write V (I) = S ∪ T ∪ T , where S := V (I) ∩ Rn and T := {v | v ∈ T}.
Let pv1 , . . . , pvr ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] be interpolation polynomials at the points of
V (I); that is, pvi(vj) = 1 if i = j and pvi(vj) = 0 if i = j, for i, j = 1, . . . , r. One
can assume that pv is real valued for v ∈ S and that pv = pv for v ∈ T .
Let Z be the matrix whose columns are the zeta vectors ζv1 , . . . , ζvr , and let
Z˜ be the matrix whose rows contain the coefficient vectors of the interpolation
polynomials pv1 , . . . , pvr . Thus, Z˜Z = Ir.
Lemma 2.4. M(y) = Zdiag(Z˜y)ZT .









This follows from the fact that the polynomial xα+β −∑ri=1 vαi vβi pvi(x) belongs to
I, since it vanishes at all points of V (I) (using (2.1)). 
Lemma 2.5. V (I) ⊆ Rn.
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Proof. With respect to the partition V (I) = S∪T ∪T , the matrix Z and the vector
Z˜y have the block decompositions
S T T






where A and a are real valued. Hence, M(y) = Adiag(a)AT + Bdiag(b)BT +
Bdiag(b)BT . The term Adiag(a)AT can be written as A+AT+ − A−AT−, where
A+, A− are real matrices and the number of columns of A+ (resp., A−) is the







bv)v∈T ) into its real and imaginary parts, the sum Bdiag(b)BT +
Bdiag(b)BT can be written as EET − FFT , where E,F are real matrices with as
many columns as the number of v ∈ T with bv = 0. Therefore,
M(y) = (A+AT+ + EE
T )− (A−AT− + FFT )
is the difference of two real positive semidefinite matrices. As M(y)  0, this
implies that the kernel of A+AT++EE
T is contained in the kernel of M(y). Hence,
rank M(y) ≤ rank(A+AT+ + EET ) ≤ |{v ∈ S | av > 0}| + |{v ∈ T | bv = 0}|. On
the other hand, rank M(y) = |V (I)| = |S| + 2|T |. This implies that T = ∅, i.e.,
V (I) ⊆ Rn. 











the unique measure representing y.
Proof. As the set {pvi | i = 1, . . . , r} is a basis of R[x1, . . . , xn]/I, the equal-






vi follows from the fact that p
T
viM(y)pvj =
pTviNpvj for all i, j = 1, . . . , r. (This is obvious for i = j and, for i = j, pTviM(y)pvj =
1TM(y)(pvipvj ) = 0, since pvipvj ∈ I.) Thus, µ is a representing measure for
y. Finally, if µ′ :=
∑s
i=1 λiδxi is another measure representing y, then r =
rank M(y) ≤ s = |supp(µ′)| and supp(µ′) ⊆ V (I) (by Lemma 1.1), which im-
plies r = s, supp(µ′) = V (I), and thus the λi’s are given by pTviM(y)pvi . 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2. We make an observation, which we
will use in our short proof of Theorem 1.6.
Lemma 2.7. Let y ∈ RZn+ with M(y)  0, r = rank M(y) = rank Mt(y) (for
some t ≥ 1), and let µ =∑ri=1 λiδvi be the r-atomic measure representing y, with
λ1, . . . , λr > 0 and v1, . . . , vr ∈ Rn. There exist interpolation polynomials q1, . . . , qr
at the points v1, . . . , vr having degree at most t.
Proof. As above, let pv1 , . . . , pvr be interpolation polynomials at v1, . . . , vr. As
Mt(y) has rank r, one can choose a basis B of R[x1, . . . , xn]/I which is contained
in St. Let q1, . . . , qr denote the respective residues of pv1 , . . . , pvr modulo I with
respect to the basis B. Then, q1, . . . , qr are again interpolation polynomials at
v1, . . . , vr and they use only monomials in B, which implies that they have degree
at most t. 
Remark 2.8. Let us summarize some links between ideals and moment matrices. If
M(y)  0, then its kernel I is a radical ideal. Moreover, I is zero dimensional if and
only if M(y) has finite rank, in which case rank M(y) = |V (I)| and V (I) ⊆ Rn.
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The inclusion V (I) ⊆ Rn does not hold in general; e.g., V (I) = Cn if M(y) is
positive definite.




+ as the sequence of moments of the measure µ :=
∑
v∈V (I)∩Rn δv. Then, M(y) 
0 and I ⊆ Ker M(y), with equality if and only if V (I) ⊆ Rn. Hence, every zero-
dimensional radical ideal with V (I) ⊆ Rn can be realized as the kernel of some
positive semidefinite moment matrix.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 1.6.
Proof. The implication (i) =⇒ (ii) follows easily using Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 1.5.
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds and set r := rank Mt(y). By Corollary 1.4, y
has an r-atomic representing measure, say µ =
∑r
i=1 λiδvi , where λi > 0. It
suffices to verify that v1, . . . , vr belong to F , i.e., that hj(vi) ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r,
j = 1, . . . ,m. By Lemma 2.7, there exist interpolation polynomials q1, . . . , qr at the
points v1, . . . , vr having degree at most t. Then, for k = 1, . . . , r, qTk Mt(hj ∗ y)qk =∑r
i=1(qk(vi))
2hj(vi)λi = hj(vk)λk ≥ 0, since Mt(hj ∗ y)  0. This implies that
hj(vk) ≥ 0 for all j ≤ m, k ≤ r; that is, the measure µ is supported by the set F .
Finally, we verify that r− rj of the points v1, . . . , vr are zeros of the polynomial
hj(x). For this, note that hj ∗ y can be extended to a vector of RZn+ by setting













Denote by sj the number of vi’s for which hj(vi) > 0. The measure
∑r
i=1 λihj(vi)δvi
is a sj-atomic representing measure for hj ∗ y. Hence, by Theorem 1.2, the rank of
the moment matrix M(hj ∗y) is equal to sj . As Mt(hj ∗y) has rank rj , this implies
that sj ≥ rj . In fact, equality holds, since Mt+1(hj ∗y) (and thus M(hj ∗y)) is a flat
extension of Mt(hj∗y). The latter assertion follows from the fact that (i) Mt+1(y) is
a flat extension of Mt(y) and that (ii) Ker Mt+1(y) ⊆ Ker Mt+1(hj ∗ y). Condition




2λi, which implies that f(v1) = . . . = f(vr) = 0. Then,
fTMt+1(hj ∗ y)f =
∑r
i=1(f(vi))
2hj(vi)λi = 0, showing that f ∈ Ker Mt+1(hj ∗ y).
Thus we have shown that the measure representing hj ∗ y is rj-atomic, i.e., exactly
r − rj of the atoms of µ are zeros of hj(x). 
3. Application to optimization
Consider the problem
(3.1) p∗ := inf p(x) subject to h1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , hm(x) ≥ 0
of minimizing a polynomial p(x) over the semialgebraic set F from (1.1). Set d0 :=

deg(p)/2 and let d1, . . . , dm, d be as in (1.2). One can formulate the following
hierarchy of lower bounds for problem (3.1):
(3.2)
p∗t := inf p
T y subject to y0 = 1, Mt(y)  0, Mt−dj (hj ∗ y)  0 (h = 1, . . . ,m)
for t ≥ max(d0, d) (see Lasserre [18]). Then, p∗t ≤ p∗t+1 ≤ p∗. (The inequality
p∗t ≤ p∗ follows from the fact that the truncated zeta vector ζ2t,x := (xα)α∈S2t of
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any x ∈ F is feasible for the program (3.2) with objective value pT ζ2t,x = p(x).)
The dual semidefinite program of (3.2) is of the form
(3.3)
ρ∗t := max ρ




where u0, u1, . . . , um are sums of squares of polynomials
with deg(u0), deg(u1h1), . . . ,deg(umhm) ≤ 2t.
(See Lasserre [18].) Weak semidefinite duality implies that ρ∗t ≤ p∗t . Moreover, there
is no duality gap, i.e., ρ∗t = p
∗
t , if F has a nonempty interior (Lasserre [18], see also
Schweighofer [31]).
When F is compact and satisfies (1.3), the bounds ρ∗t (and thus the bounds
p∗t ) converge to p∗ as t → ∞ (Lasserre [18]). This follows directly from a result
of Putinar [27], asserting that every positive polynomial on F belongs to Σ2 +∑m
j=1 hjΣ
2.
Hence, the semidefinite programs (3.2) and (3.3) can be used for approximating
the minimum value of a polynomial over a semialgebraic set. Two software packages
based on this approach have been developed for this problem: GloptiPoly, developed
by Henrion and Lasserre [15], which relies on the program (3.2) involving moment
matrices, and SOSTOOLS, developed by Prajna et al. [26], which relies on the
sums of squares approach studied by Parrilo [24], [25].
The results of Curto and Fialkow mentioned earlier have important applications
to optimization. They indeed permit us to formulate stopping criterions for the
hierarchies (3.2) of semidefinite relaxations for problem (3.1).
For instance, they have been used by Lasserre [19, 20] for proving the finite
convergence of the bounds p∗t to p∗ in the 0/1 and grid cases. More precisely,
the 0/1 case is the case when the equations x2i = xi (i = 1, . . . , n) are present in
the description of the semialgebraic set F , i.e., when F is the set of 0/1 points
satifying certain additionnal polynomial (in)equalities. Then, using Theorem 1.6,
Lasserre [19] shows the finite convergence (in n steps); that is, p∗t = p∗ for t ≥ n.
The grid case considered in [20] is the case when F is of the form I1 × . . . × In,
where each Ii ⊆ R is a finite set. Then, Lasserre [20] shows the finite convergence
in t = d − n +∑ni=1 |Ii| steps. Laurent ([21], [22]) gives an alternative proof for
these convergence results. The paper [21] contains a simple proof for the finite
convergence result in the 0/1 case. Extending the idea from the 0/1 case, the paper
[22] shows a finite convergence result in a more general setting and the proof is
again elementary; in particular, it does not use the results by Curto and Fialkow.
This finite convergence result applies to the case when the equations present in
the description of F include a set of polynomial equations defining a radical zero-
dimensional ideal (thus including the 0/1 and grid cases).
The result of Curto and Fialkow from Theorem 1.6 is used by Henrion and
Lasserre [16] for producing a certificate that the relaxation (3.2) in fact solves the
original problem (3.1) at optimality. Namely,
Proposition 3.1. Let y ∈ RS2t be an optimum solution to the program (3.2). If
(3.4) rank Mt(y) = rank Mt−d(y),
then p∗t = p
∗. As before, d = max(
deg(hj)/2 | j = 1, . . . ,m).
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Proof. By assumption, Mt(y)  0, Mt−d(hj ∗ y)  0 for all j, and rank Mt(y) =
rank Mt−d(y) =: r. Therefore, by Theorem 1.6, we can conclude that y has an r-
atomic representing measure µ =
∑r
i=1 λiδvi , where vi ∈ F , λi > 0 and
∑r
i=1 λi = 1
(since y0 = 1). Hence, p∗t = pT y =
∑r
i=1 λip(vi) ≥ p∗, as p(vi) ≥ p∗ for all i. On
the other hand, p∗ ≥ p∗t . This implies that p∗ = p∗t and that each vi is a minimizer
of p(x) over the set F . 
Assume that y ∈ RS2t is an optimum solution to the program (3.2) satisfying
the rank condition (3.4). Thus, p∗t = p
∗. Moreover, as the proof of Proposition
3.1 shows, y has an r-atomic representing measure µ =
∑r
i=1 λiδvi , where λi > 0,∑r
i=1 λi = 1, r = rank Mt(y) = rank Mt−d(y), and the points v1, . . . , vr are global
minimizers of p(x) over the set F . Henrion and Lasserre [16] propose the following
procedure for computing v1, . . . , vr, whose details fit nicely within our algebraic
setting.
Let B ⊆ St−d be a set of monomials indexing a maximum nonsingular principal
submatrix of Mt−d(y). For each β ∈ St \ B, there exists a polynomial g(β) ∈ RSt
belonging to the kernel of Mt(y), of the form
(3.5) g(β)(x) = xβ + r(β)(x), where r(β) ∈ RB.
Let I denote the ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn] generated by g(β)(x) (β ∈ St \ B), with
variety V (I). Obviously, {v1, . . . , vr} ⊆ V (I).
Lemma 3.2. V (I) = {v1, . . . , vr}.
Proof. Observe first that, for every β ∈ Zn+ \ B, there exists r ∈ RB for which
xβ + r(x) ∈ I. (True for |β| ≤ t by (3.5) and in general using induction.) As Mt(y)
is a flat extension of Mt−d(y), y has an extension to y ∈ RZn+ (namely, the sequence
of moments of the measure µ) such that M(y) has rank r. Moreover, I = Ker M(y).
(The inclusion I ⊆ Ker M(y) is obvious and the reverse inclusion follows using our
preliminary observation.) Therefore, |V (I)| = r and thus V (I) = {v1, . . . , vr}. 
Thus we are left with the task of finding the common roots of a system of
polynomial equations, a problem which has received considerable attention in the
litterature. A classic method is the so-called eigenvalue method which consists of
computing the eigenvalues of the multiplication matrices. (See, e.g., [2], [6], [7]).
4. Concluding remarks
Curto and Fialkow’s proof for Theorem 1.2 is along the following lines. (See
chapter 4 in [8].) Assume M(y)  0 and rank M(y) = r. As the kernel I := {p ∈
R[x1, . . . , xn] | M(y)p = 0} of M(y) is an ideal in R[x1, . . . , xn], one can consider
the quotient vector space A := R[x1, . . . , xn]/I. Define an inner product on A by
setting 〈p, q〉 := pTM(y)q. In this way, A is a Hilbert space of finite dimension r.
For q ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], consider the multiplication operator ϕq : A → A defined by
ϕq(p) = pq. Obviously, the operators ϕx1 , . . . , ϕxn pairwise commute. Curto and
Fialkow then use the spectral theorem and the Riesz representation theorem for
proving the existence of a representation measure for y. This type of proof based
on functional analytic tools is often used for proving results about the moment
problem. See, e.g., Fuglede [13] and Schmu¨dgen [29].
We have given in this paper an alternative algebraic proof based on the Null-
stellensatz. In fact, the original proof of Curto and Fialkow can be modified in
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such a way that only the spectral theorem is used (and not the Riesz representa-
tion theorem). This other proof follows an argument used by Freedman, Lova´sz
and Schrijver [12] (for a more general problem) and goes as follows. With re-
spect to an orthonormal basis of the space A (equipped with the inner product
〈., .〉), the multiplication operator ϕxi is represented by a real symmetric matrix
Mi. As the matrices M1, . . . ,Mn pairwise commute, they have a common orthog-
onal basis p1, . . . , pr of real eigenvectors. For i = j, pipj = ϕpi(pj) = λpj and
pipj = ϕpj (pi) = λ
′pi (for some scalars λ, λ′), which implies that pipj = 0. Up to
rescaling, pipi = pi for all i. In other words, {p1, . . . , pr} is a basis of idempotents
for R[x1, . . . , xn]/I (corresponding to the interpolation polynomials of the points





i pi, for some reals β
(k)






α1 · · · (β(n)i )αnpi. This implies that yα = 〈1, xα〉 =
∑r
i=1〈1, pi〉βαi ,
after setting βi := (β
(1)
i , . . . , β
(n)
i ) ∈ Rn. That is, the measure µ :=
∑r
i=1〈1, pi〉δβi
represents y (note that 〈1, pi〉 = 〈pi, pi〉 > 0).
The original results of Curto and Fialkow [8, 10] are formulated for the complex
moment problem. However, as explained e.g. in [11], the n-dimensional complex
moment problem is equivalent to the 2n-dimensional real moment problem. Hence,
our alternative proof also implies a proof in the complex case. Anyway, the above
proof also applies in the complex setting (appropriately applying conjugation).
Let us finally observe that the above proof also extends to the moment problem
in semigroups (the paper [12] considers a class of semigroups). That is, if S is an
abelian semigroup and if y ∈ RS such that its moment matrix M(y) = (ys+t)s,t∈S is
positive semidefinite with finite rank, then there exists a representing measure for y
supported by the set of characters on S. Note that the result of Berg, Christensen
and Ressel [4] about bounded sequences (recalled before Theorem 1.2) is proved for
abelian semigroups.
Note added in proof
At the workshop Algorithmic, Combinatorial and Applicable Real Algebraic Ge-
ometry held at MSRI, Berkeley, in April 2004, Claus Scheiderer suggested the fol-
lowing alternative algebraic argument for Lemma 2.5: The kernel of a positive
semidefinite moment matrix M(y) is not only radical but also real radical. If,
moreover, M(y) has finite rank, then I is real radical and zero dimensional, which
implies easily that V (I) ⊆ Rn.
Given an ideal I in R[x1, . . . , xn], the two sets
R
√
I := {f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] | f2p + g21 + . . . + g2m ∈ I for some p ∈ Z+
and g1, . . . , gm ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn]},
I(VR(I)) := {f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn] | f(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ VR(I) := V (I) ∩ Rn}
are ideals in R[x1, . . . , xn], which obviously contain I. The ideal I is said to be
real radical when I = R
√




We thank Claus Scheiderer for suggesting this argument and Tomas Recio for
useful discussions on this topic.
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